2012, Feb 9
Opening Meditation:

Mother's Thursday Night Call
Angelsu

Solfeggio Frequencies:
MariettaRobert
The Solfeggio tones were used in the past and kept the monks balanced & healthy; eliminated fear,
guilt, etc. Use of the tones was eventually suppressed by the church. These frequencies are not
played today.
Ute
– 396 Hz -#9 vibration – helps liberate us from guilt, fear, grief, past hurts
Re [ray] – 417 Hz - #3 vibration – facilitates change; letting go of old baggage; helps to clean chakras;
reminds us we are worthy, a holy child of god
Mi [me] - 528 Hz - #6 vibration – DNA repair; clears vibrations which are not in harmony with our being
Transformation and miracles
Fa [fah] - 639 Hz - #9 vibration – connecting, relationships, family; supporting us as a co-creator;
calls in the heart
Sol [soul] – 741Hz - #3 vibration - awakening intuition; helps us solve problems; balances right and left
brain; not allowing others to control us
La [lah] – 863 Hz - #6 vibration - helps us return to spiritual order; cleans the chakras – it reverses
movement, restores order; clearing,
th
for 7 chakra, do all 6 together angel frequency – very high – 4096 Hz
earth – 136.1 Hz - finishes with this one to bring us back to the earth we live on
Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
● today is EB in week of KAN
● Friday is 10, BEN, a sky walker, achieving clarity
● Sat is 11, white magician, IX – letting go of what no longer serves you, a visionary aspect
● Sunday MEN, the eagle, a 12 day – crystal clear understanding, a powerful day, commitment to service
● Monday CIB, the warrior aspect – surrendering limitations
● Tuesday – 1 CABAN is the earth which is where we navigate our future; we are the keepers of the earth
● Wed ETZNAB, also a mirror, a warrior aspect, working with groundedness; a 2 day
● Thurs – CAUAC, the storm, a visionary aspect; about creating transformation for others – a 3
CALENDARS ARE STILL AVAILABLE; connect with either MariettaRobert or Rainbird
Housekeeping:
D'Yanna
● These calls are a sharing of these calls: BBS radio is our platform so we can continue to gather
Need $146 from 2 weeks ago; $300 for last week, plus for $300 for this week
● T & R's rent – need only $220 to cover the rent, due on the 10th
● Need to pay the bill for dish Network + $58 car insurance bill
● On the website:
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com
There is a Paypal button on this site
Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● Let MariettaRobert know: 317-773-0061
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T: last night, they were called to go outside and look to the mountains

they saw The New Jerusalem
Hard News:
R: at this time, whatever might be going on with the clowny clone show is not relevant
● what is relevant is what he is doing to get the country on track
We must always remember that things are happening which are NOT in his name
● 9/11 actions still not been dealt with; the 13 families think they can create a war now
● they are going to have a meeting with Ashtar: none of their toys work and they
will have to talk peace
● Iran – not to do with nukes, but with money
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● the tanks, guns, planes will NOT WORK
R: what BO did for the bail out for the banksters: Schneiderman was on Rachel Maddow – it's just the
foot in the door – more investigations are in process
T: they are immune to prosecution for the robo signing – but not for other things
● MERS – hedge funds that are done in the computer; millions per second: Europe trying to have a
finance tax for each transaction which would bust them all!
● Greece – want to get more money out of the people, and the people will not have it
● Belgium - burning midnight oil there; not able to tell us tonight about Greece still being part of
Euro
● European countries have been begging that Iran will not stop flow of oil to their countries
MrX: the mortgage crisis is a poison pill at the moment; these guys are only getting their hands slapped
just now, but they will be arrested for the pittance to be given to the home owners
T: the nuclear regulatory commission – 4 to 1 – to build a new power plant
[SEE BELOW]
● Gregory Jasco a dissenting veto: could not support issuing the licence as if Fukishima had not
occurred. Concerned about safety
● they will be located in Georgia – there will be 2 power plants!
T: $26 Billion settlement – 5 biggest banks have agreed to a settlement – a broad national settlement
aimed at halting the housing market slide
● $5B will go to various states; the rest to the people
● Yet people are underwater to term of $300B!!!
● Pleased that they got both California and New York on board – because they forced the idea
that prosecutors and regulators have the right to continue following criminal wrong doing
● this is $13.5 Trillion
R: the Neil Keenan court case is moving right along into Main Stream Media
Randi Rhodes: the next shoe to fall! All there is to talk about is reparation to the people on planet
T: Dylan Ratigan was talking about sub-prime mortgage – lizard brain manipulation!
She reads extensively from the text of DYLAN RATIGAN'S show today in Austin, Texas
this brings up St. Germain
T: we are CLOSE NOW!
Cathy: something going around on e-mails – regardless of whatever, she's going to read about the baby
thing: it is good to share this kind of information with family and friends
Message from AG of State of Michigan:
● Police advised: all kinds of creative ways to get people to stop [mostly women ]
● These car seats are beside forests – women taken into the trees, beaten or
raped; men are beaten and robbed
● If your windscreen is hit with eggs -DO NOT STOP! DO NOT USE WINDSHIELD
WIPERS OR WATER: these make the wind shield dirty and if you stop to clean the
windshield, you will be attacked from behind
● CALL 112 TO TELL police station that she was being followed by a police car – the police said
there was not police cars in area; they sent some
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Guest:

Michael King

www.vitalityherbsandclay.com
check first: OK Where do I start?
All about SLEEP
then: vital health news archives – 70+ topics
● What causes health to degenerate so that sleep does not come
Some building blocks:
● melatonin produced by pineal gland: don't need a supplement if pineal gland will produce more
● cortisal produced by adrenal glands: if can't get to sleep, there's too much cortisal produced
diet, alcohol will affect the adrenals too
For the best sleep possible, he takes:
4 capsules of deep sleep formula + 1.5 tsp ancient mineral blend [lots of magnesium] + 2-4 capsules
of blood sugar balance + ormalite if he has not had too much already – a very tiny amount
Can get his newsletter – go to web site & sign up for “Vital Health News “
consultations at $100 / hour or portions thereof
Will have “Secrets of Sleeping Well” ready
Go to BBS radio and find the radio archives and listen again: loads of good information!
Mother:
Greetings, Children of Ra
● This cult of personality going on with wayward children – they can't buy their way off this planet
● They have to go over River Styx and pay the coin: they are already lining up to cross that river – lining
up on the shoreline for the crimes they have committed in the local sector of the universe, planet
● What we have in store for them may not look like mercy or justice; what we do with them is our business
● the needs of the many out weigh the needs of the few:
● they have been given their last moments in the sun – they are begging for a meeting with the
Captain, yet not in their best interests for him to show up in the way in which he will!
● In terms of the blood bath that is going on in Syria – there is no easy solution to this in present terms
unless it is “cease and desist all weapons of war”
T: didn't R get told by Mr X that Queen Noor is going to reach Al Asaud and say cease and desist?
Mo; there are so many fingers itching to get into Syria
T: Today on The Journal talked about Arab League meeting up with UN and going in
Mo: Mr Moon is not wanted; he is part of the problem
All kind of side issues going on around the Syria events:
● the fake debt crisis the world is in IS NOT
● Schneiderman will not be bought out, nor Fitzgerald
T:
Julian Assange has a pile of stuff on BofA, citbank, Credite Suisse, etc
Mo: under Bank of International Settlements, things going wonky – people keeping strange hours at BIS
● Yet there is not a debt crisis except the one created by our wayward children who want to
lead us to instability and war
● the Mahdi is here, Lord Maitraya, with all the sisterhoods, brotherhoods – already the Islamic world is
speaking that the Mahdi is here; more and more stories that he is here and his ships!
● Time to follow the words of Val Valerian: dismantle all your weapons of mass destruction and we'll talk
● There are events unfolding immediately where toys of war will not work any longer; issues will be settled
● the ultimate lines in the sand HAVE been drawn about the clones, the clowns and issues facing humanity
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● in order to have a healthy body, need a healthy environment to begin with, and it begins with the opening
of the heart - what the people on the planet have volunteered to do - is no small or easy task
● 2012 is not about endings, but beginnings – the 2nd half we will see what tail is wagged in terms of this
lion, and the Lion of Judah she will wag her own tail!
● Her children have created such a grand canyon of seemingly illusionary steps that are leading to
oblivion – and it is just that: illusionary
as long as this timeline is in the present moment, there are events are rapidly occurring which
erase them as more and more people wake up and acting on the financial fiasco and there are more
behind the scenes who are picking up the gauntlet – there are no forewarnings!
● It will be like what the S Commander did - and she does not condone what he did with the drones, the
navy seal team 6, and so on: yet events are rapidly unfolding concerning the inside coup d'etat
between the 3 parts of the gov't [executive, legislative, judicial parts of this republic – there will
be no warning when they are asked to lock and load and these things being discussed at higher
levels around the planet will just happen
● The fake nuke story in Iran is simply about a monetary issue
T: Thom Hartman said that Congress can regulate the Supreme Court – yes, they can!
Can only do it with the 28th amendment: Money is not free speech,
corporations are not people: reverses Citizens United as unconstitutional
Mo: a shell game going on with the $135Trillion court case – Neil Keenan – coming up in everyone's face
Randi Rhodes – don't be surprised if this story is breaking very soon concerning the gold bonds
that go back to the various countries who have inexhaustible stores of gold
T: story in Strait of Gibraltar about golden coins – 600,000 gold and silver coins
[SEE BELOW]
Mo: maybe belongs to St. Germain; who knows?
● The whole issue coming up is about you, me, and the gold dust and how to open portals and
dimensions – as we begin to understand how love heals everything
● the ancient story tellers, the shamans, the magic men are the ones who bring the wisdom to the
circle of the clan in this global village;
● there is one saying: listen to the sound you hear across the planet: it is not just about the sound
of mother earth moaning & groaning, and the sounds like theTaos hum, but all of us acting in one
symbiotic unit of love
T: at the end of the month, the payroll tax holiday is over & the pipeline is tied to it – what about it?
Mo: at a certain period, Sai Baba is going to show up and blow through that pipeline
T: the research about the Keystone pipeline line is so horrendous: one leak and the water is destroyed
Even though we know that with what is coming there can be instantaneous reversal
● Are the ships going to come and beam out the plastic which is holding up the currents in the
5 locations in the ocean and move them?
Mo: we have technologies that will break the plastic down into plant proteins which will nutrify the ocean
and feed the fish and energize the coral reefs; the hump backed people, the whales, the
cetaceans have been here when we first began the spark which begat the stone that turns to living
gold – that long ago in the seeding of that story
● Might not be a man, might be a woman!
● The mitochondria can create out of itself to propagate life wherever it is needed
● Cease and desist and deal with the situation at hand – would be in best interest of G5, G8 whoever
● various cultures across the planet are very aware of the ramifications of the current time-space
configurations / implication of how this gets done now
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● Lord Maitraya is here & very important issues being brought forward: how do we create peace
with everyone?
● Look at Occupy – it's mutating into something magnificent – when the least among us is most
important, this is where Lord Maitreya comes in – Raj Patel on the value of nothing
● tomorrow, Mr Koom Doom and Archbishop Tutu will be meeting to discuss poverty re 10:30 to
11:30 Indian local time - Dharmasalla
Mo: will be recorded so we can get it later
Cathy: talking about gold certificates: within the last 10 years, she was in DC and with someone who was
given some gold certificates – where those real gold certificates?
Mo:
yes!
Cathy: people were upset that they in possession of those certificates - $500 Million dollars or more, for
each one! Most beautiful gold piece of paper she had ever seen
Mo:Get used to it; you're going to see more of it! do what Sean Penn is doing: help the people in Haiti
Caller: what about new metal boxes appearing all along the west coast and beaches; no markings; can't be
moved with a 4 wheel drive; with humming noises
Mo: they are monitoring devices regarding affairs on our planet: are not to be messed with – do not
approach them; about the interactions between those who want to control and those that are in
control of the planet – an unseen issue going on here
● They are directly connected with the Atlantean grid & the raising of the frequencies; the
Schumann resonance factor – 13 hertz coming up and Zero Point and we get our abilities back
T: as we get our body functions back again, we can have a more powerful experience
Caller: are the ships placing them?
MO: You could say that - YES
Caller: will send Tara the article
[SEE BELOW]
Mo: There are many more events which will unfold re Atlantean grid and super civilizations that we are
part of and it is a story out of Star Wars, yet it's about the intergalactic federation of world and
no one is sidelined due to belief structures, whatever they may be
T: asks for extra forces of light: what she is seeing on Fox news is very, very ugly and wanting to get
someone out of the picture – not OK for that threat
● Lots of Hitlerian talk among the Republicans about Obama and getting worse – very ugly!
Mo: 15- 30 death threats a day against this man – no way to live life
T: Keep your friends close, and your enemies closer: Tim Geitner was just behind BO when he made
the announcement about the banks / mortgage and robo-signers
Mo:
The progressive voice that is speaking the loudest now is the voice of freedom and peace
His Holiness Koon Doom is saying Sanctions are immoral; stop them now; get back to the table
Closing:
Cathy
● grateful for the information, for the gathering with like souls
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2012, Feb 9 NRC approves construction of new nuclear power reactors in Georgia

By Steven Mufson, Thursday, February 9, 12:48 PM
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Thursday approved a construction and operating license for
new nuclear power reactors for the first time since 1978, giving Southern Co. the green light to build
two new units at its existing Vogtle site in Georgia.
The commission voted 4-1 in favor, with NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko casting the sole vote against
granting the license. Jaczko said later that he wanted binding assurances that the new reactors would be
modified to meet recommendations made by the agency’s task force on the disaster at Japan’s
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant last year.
“I think this license needed something that ensured that the changes as a result of Fukushima would be
implemented,” Jaczko said in an interview after the vote. “It’s like when you go to buy a house and the
home inspector identifies things that should be fixed. You don’t go to closing before those things are
fixed.”
Jaczko said he did not believe that those changes would be onerous or time consuming or that they would delay
construction. He said they involved issues such as how the reactors would deal with an extended blackout and
the use of better instrumentation for measuring the amount of water in spent fuel pools in the event of an
accident. “To me, it’s just common sense,” he said.
Southern, which filed its license application in March 2008, said it expects the project to cost about $14 billion.
It will use Toshiba’s AP1000 reactors, the design of which the NRC certified in December, and it hopes to bring
them online in 2016 and 2017.
The new reactors, however, are no longer seen as the start of what the industry once predicted would be a
nuclear renaissance. Virtually all of the 31 plants that had been proposed by 2009 have been shelved as a result
of cheap natural gas, high construction costs, weak electricity demand and safety concerns following the
Fukushima Daiichi disaster in Japan.
Ten anti-nuclear groups have vowed to file suit against the NRC if it approves the license as expected. The
groups said they would argue that the agency broke the law by failing to consider the full lessons of the
Fukushima disaster, in which a string of four reactors were badly damaged in an earthquake and tsunami.
Southern, whose Georgia Power subsidiary owns 45.7 percent of the project, has already spent $4 billion
preparing the site and doing preliminary construction 26 miles southeast of Augusta.
It has been able to keep pushing ahead in part because the Energy Department in February 2010 approved
$8.3 billion in loan guarantees for the new reactors, saving Southern and its partners hundreds of millions of
dollars in financing costs, one of the biggest expenses of building nuclear power plants. Critics say that the
Obama administration underestimated the risk of default, cost overruns and delays.
Moreover, in Georgia, utilities can pass along costs to ratepayers while construction is still in progress. In most
states, utilities can only start charging ratepayers for a power plant once the plant is operating. Georgia
ratepayers paid $233 million in 2011 and this year will pay $258 million to cover part of Southern’s costs.
Additional amounts will be passed along in later years, averaging $8.74 a month for a typical customer,
according to Southern spokesman Mark Williams.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/nrc-approves-construction-of-new-nuclear-powerreactors-in-georgia/2012/02/09/gIQA36wv1Q_story.html?wprss=rss_homepage
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2012, Feb 8

UFO SIGHTINGS AT STONEFIELD BEACH REVEAL STRANGE
BOXES UP AND DOWN COAST

Dave Masko

A dog fixed this strange metal box in a blue-eyed vise here at Stonefield Beach Feb. 6 after a weekend filled
with what locals call intense UFO sightings.

A dog’s eyes leaving his face for the flutter of a moment made locals here at Stonefield Beach feel even
more at ease late Feb. 6 after dog after dog barked and growled at a strange metal box that locals say
“suddenly appeared at dawn Monday” after a weekend filled with what locals call intense UFO
sightings. “These metal looking boxes, that are about 20 inches in height and are a complete square of
five foot by five foot are sunk deep in the surf” both here at Stonefield Beach – a popular Oregon
coastal beach lookout for UFOs – and down the coast as far as we know “with yet more of these square
metal containers that have no opening and are sealed all around,” explains Oregon UFO “watcher”
Errol who lives nearby at Bray’s Point. In turn, these boxes are “not moveable,” and they are solid and
metallic and seem to have this keening wail coming from both the boxes and the atmosphere around
them,” adds Errol who’s been called in to “see what’s up” by locals thinking it “has something to do
with UFOs” quipped a local senior named Doris who said she also heard “a miaowing wail come from
the boxes Sunday evening.”
Strange beach boxes cause a stir
It’s as if an alarm went off, when a “high, shrill, piercing, frightening ring caught our attention Sunday
evening,” explained Doris, a local senior whose retired and lives nearby Stonefield Beach. “I know
crazy things happen over at Stonefield, but when you walk down and see that metal box sort of glowing
in the surf it gets your attention real quick.”
In turn, local Oregon Forest Service fish biologists – who’ve been called in to help explain what is now
been revealed as “a series of metal boxes buried into the surf up and down the Oregon coast, and
possibly as far down the coast as northern California” – is more than enough to catch one’s attention,
added Doris in trying to explain “what’s not explainable.”
What is known is a “sustained whine of something akin to an ambulance siren” awoke locals near
Stonefield Beach and other areas of the Oregon coast Sunday evening, Jan. 5, beginning at
approximately 4 a.m.
At the same time, Doris said this area around Stonefield Beach is a very “quiet place,” where “nothing
but seagulls and the Pacific Ocean waves to break the quiet.”
Brain plays tricks even when metal boxes appear
While these “metal boxes” buried up and down the Oregon coast are real to the touch and sight, a local
professor of psychology – whose attempted to explain away the “strange goings on at both Bray’s Point
and here at Stonefield Beach,” thinks the many “of these remote living residents who claim to see
UFOs at night are simply not using the tool between their ears to figure this stuff out.”
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In turn, this retired professor said in a Feb. 6 Huliq interview at Stonefield Beach that most locals and
visitors here “looking for those UFOs” are more or less carrying their own “baggage or self-ascontent,” with views and experiences that now seem to define them.
Doris added: “The doc is saying we’re all a bunch of nuts to believe in UFOs.”
What’s real about UFOs?
Yet, the professor – who specialized in repressed memories when he taught at university and had his
own private practice – noted that Doris and others are in a sort of “constant frame of reference when
they converse with each other that UFOs have appeared.”
“I’ve seen this Stonefield Beach crowd carry on at meetings about UFOs being spotted in the sky, and
I’m confident they believe these things to be true.”
However, the professor says there’s “good hard science that can probably explain away each and every
claim they’ve made about UFOs and aliens about at Stonefield Beach and Bray’s Point. But, this
perspective comes at a cost,” he asserted; while stating that “such beliefs in UFOs can lead them to
label themselves, either positively or negatively, in very limiting ways.”
For example, the professor said “I don’t know if these metal boxes are something to worry about or
not.”
And, “I don’t know if Errol is an expert on UFOs. Just because people come to him with their stories of
UFOs doesn’t make it real.”
“I prefer hard science,” he added.
Image source of Oregon UFO watcher Errol’s dog “Hank” checking out a strange metal box that
appeared in the surf Sunday evening after Errol recording yet another UFO sighting here at Stonefield
Beach. Many other “metal boxes” with the same size and color have appeared up and down the
Oregon coast and are also reportedly being found up and down the entire West Coast as of Feb. 5,
2012. Photo by Dave Masko
Source
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/02/08/ufo-sightings-at-stonefield-beach-reveal-strange-boxes-upand-down-coast/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+pakalert+
%28Pak+Alert+Press%29
http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/space/ufo_and_aliens_orbs/news.php?q=1328813000
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2012, Feb 3

Treasure hunters must return $500m haul

Giles Tremlett

February 03, 2012

BARCELONA: It is one of the greatest underwater treasure troves of all time, a glittering haul of gold
and silver recovered from a mysterious sunken Spanish galleon and secretly flown across the Atlantic
to the US. But an epic battle over ownership of 594,000 gold and silver coins scattered on the ocean
floor has ended with victory for the Spanish government, with the American treasure-hunter Odyssey
Marine Exploration ordered to send the valuable haul back home.
A jubilant Spanish government announced on Wednesday the $500 million worth of gold and silver
coins found at a site that Odyssey called ''Black Swan'' would be back on Spanish soil within 10 days.
''This sentence gives Spaniards back what was already theirs,'' the Culture Minister, Jose Ignacio Wert,
said. ''There is a space of 10 days in which the coins must be returned.''
The court decision puts an end to nearly five years of intrigue since Odyssey scooped the precious haul
from the Atlantic seabed in May 2007. To the fury of Spanish authorities, it secretly landed the trove in
Gibraltar and flew it out in chartered aircraft to its base in Florida.
An American circuit court judge has upheld a decision by Atlanta judge Mark Pizzo, who declared the
trove came from the Nuestra Senora de las Mercedes, a Spanish frigate sunk by a British squadron off
Cape St Mary, Portugal, in October 1804. The judge rejected Odyssey's argument that there was no
clear wreck site, with the coins scattered so widely it was impossible to say exactly which vessel they
came from. The treasure-hunting company, he said, had set out to find the Mercedes and had done so.
Rightful ownership of the coins, which fill 600 barrels, now belongs to Spain and to descendants of the
250 Spanish sailors who were lost when the vessel blew up.
However, the whereabouts of a further 400,000 coins from the Mercedes remains a mystery.
The treasure was found by one of Odyssey's remote-controlled, deep sea robots as it scoured the seabed
1100 metres down. Odyssey's decision to use Gibraltar led to a tense stand-off with the Spanish navy in
disputed waters off the Rock.
Guardian News & Media
http://m.smh.com.au/world/treasure-hunters-must-return-500m-haul-20120202-1qvo9.html
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